life
Somfy makes

move!

MOTORISATION AND HOME AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS FOR INTERIOR
AND EXTERIOR WINDOW COVERINGS, AWNINGS AND PERGOLAS

Bring your home to life

with Somfy
Imagine closing the blinds in your bedroom each
night at the touch of a button and being woken by
gentle sunlight in the morning, at exactly the time
that suits you.

For radio technology that’s easy to live with

100% wireless

100% compatible

100% upgradeable

Limited structural work

Control all devices with
one remote control or your
smart device

Renovate or modernise at your
own speed to suit your needs
and your budget

With Somfy’s range of motorised window
coverings, the luxury of controlling your
blinds or awnings from any point in your
home is possible – or can even be preset
to let the sunshine in when you want it to.
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Somfy makes life move

With our range of motorised
internal and external window
coverings, Somfy will bring
your home to life!
Our internal range features automated curtains, venetian blinds, roller blinds and
roman blinds which will add a touch of luxury and sophistication to any home.
The external automated solutions include venetian blinds, roller shutters and vertical
screens which provide security, privacy, sound insulation and improved energy
efficiency to your home. These modern exterior options look fantastic and come in a
range of colours to suit every faÇade.
The modern home owner’s dream of the ‘outdoor room’ can also be realised with our
range of awning and pergola motorisation solutions.
Somfy’s range of internal and external motorisation solutions are suitable for a new
build or renovation and can also be fitted to most existing windows. Our products
operate with intelligent, quiet motors and electric controls and can be adjusted via
discreet wall mounted units, remote controls or direct from your smartphone or tablet
with our Apps. Internal and external lighting can also be controlled from this system.
The flexibility of Somfy’s solutions allows you to set your window coverings to
automatically open or close via a timer. And with the latest available technology,
consider installing sun or wind sensors which will automatically adjust your chosen
window covering if the weather turns.

Speak to your Somfy Expert retailer to find out about how our products will
bring you flexibility, peace of mind and will take your home into the future.

Bring your home to life with Somfy
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Bringing your
home to life inside
Interior window solutions
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Before adding motorisation – what is the best product for you?
Curtains

Venetian blinds

Roller blinds

Roman blinds /
pleated blinds

Privacy
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Shading
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My priorities

Managing natural light
Thermal protection

Interior blinds and curtains
The visual impact blinds and curtains have on your home is instant
and they have been used for centuries for decorative effect and
practical purposes.
But the ability to automate them is truly exciting – and you will be amazed at how often you adjust them
when it is so easy. Automating control of your blinds or curtains is the simplest way to change how you
use your space; quite simply, it changes how you live.
Whatever your design preference – curtains, venetian blinds, roller blinds, roman (or pleated) blinds
– they can be operated individually or as a group, and there is a wide range of fabric options to suit
every home.
With Somfy motorised blinds and curtains, there is no need for unsightly cords and chains as is the case
with a manual system. A young family will enjoy the peace of mind that comes with knowing there is no
chance of children becoming tangled in these dangerous cords.
Adjusting your blinds and curtains from the comfort of your lounge is a sophisticated indulgence... are
you ready?

Bringing your home to life inside: Interior window solutions
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Blinds have the option
to use wirefree motors
which don’t require mains
connection and can be
battery or solar powered
Benefits
• Automation can be applied to existing window coverings or
can be customised for a new home
• Provide immeasurable flexibility in terms of privacy, design,
shading, thermal protection, UV protection and managing
natural light
• Are as quick to install as manually operated blinds or curtains
• Are protected – if someone inadvertently attempts to close
or open a curtain manually, the automatic override function
kicks in
• Can contribute to reducing heating or cooling costs
• No need for unsightly cords and chains as is the case with
a manual system
• Operate quietly and smoothly
• Blinds have the option to use wirefree motors which don’t
require mains connection and can be battery or solar powered
• Are compatible with an interior sun sensor which can ‘wake
up’ the house
• Can be operated by the Smoove wall mounted unit, by remote
control or via the Somfy Home Automation Apps which allow
control through your smartphone or tablet
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Bringing your home to life inside: Interior window solutions
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Bringing your home
to life outside
Exterior window solutions
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Before adding motorisation – what is the best product for you?
My priorities

Roller shutters

External venetian blinds

Vertical screens
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Security

Shading
Transparency / control of natural light

Roller shutters
Roller shutters are the perfect option if peace of mind and protection
from the external elements is what you require.
Roller shutters provide excellent security, privacy and shade, and reduce external noise, making them
an excellent choice for today’s busy urban living or for the home which is exposed to the elements.
There are many different types of roller shutters. The choice of slat type, slat size and material will
depend on your priorities – talk to your Somfy Expert retailer about which is best for your home in
terms of security, noise reduction and energy efficiency.
If your home is already fitted with handle-operated roller shutters these can be motorised.

Benefits
• Obstacle detection – they will
stop automatically if an obstacle is
detected, including frost

• Improve energy efficiency by
keeping your house cool in summer
and warm in winter

• Settings are automatically
maintained so that the shutter opens
and closes perfectly every time

• Are available in a range of different
colours to suit every façade

• Are tamper resistant when lowered
and security can be further enhanced
by fitting the roller shutter with rigid
links which provide up to 100 kg
resistance to lifting

• Can be operated by the Smoove wall
mounted unit, by remote control or
via the Somfy Home Automation Apps
which allow control through your
smartphone or tablet

Bringing your home to life outside: Exterior window solutions
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External venetian
blinds
With external venetian blinds, you are giving
yourself the opportunity to play with light.
The ability to introduce sunshine while still maintaining your
privacy changes the way you live in your home; making you
more aware of the passage of the sun and how it changes
through the seasons. External venetian blinds bring a feeling of
luxury and sophistication to any home.
There is a large variety of external venetians to choose from:
flat or rounded, wide or narrow, aluminium or wood. The style
of slat is chosen for aesthetics but also for performance. These
choices directly influence the performance of your venetians
and affect glare reduction, lighting, and help to optimise shade
or wind tolerance. These factors all contribute to how energy
efficient your home can be and you will be surprised at the
positive impact on your heating and cooling costs. Ask your
Somfy Expert retailer about which external venetians will best
suit your lifestyle.

Benefits
• Provide very good sound insulation
• Give the greatest ability to control
natural light
• Can be set to a pre-programmed ‘favourite
position’ with the push of a button
• Come in a variety of different shades to suit
every façade
• Can be fitted with a wind sensor which will
fully retract the blind position if it becomes
too windy
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• Are also compatible with a sun sensor which
will automatically adjust the slats to reduce or
increase the indoor temperature and light level
• Can be operated by the Smoove wall mounted
unit, by remote control or via the Somfy
Home Automation Apps which allow control
through your smartphone or tablet

Absolute versatility allows you to let
in as much, or as little, sunlight as
you choose.

Bringing your home to life outside: Exterior window solutions
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Vertical screens make any
home appear contemporary
and stylish.

Vertical screens
As we embrace an open plan lifestyle, the line
between indoors and out becomes less defined;
exterior vertical screens embrace that concept
by filtering the sun rather than blocking it out.
Vertical screens are available in the fabric of your choice but
are usually designed to filter sunlight and the view rather than
blocking it out entirely, while still maintaining your privacy.
There’s a great range of styles to suit your needs. You have
many options regarding UV resistance, strength, maintenance
levels, and of course colour.
Improved energy efficiency is a huge benefit – the ability to
reduce or increase warmth and sunlight provides great benefits
in cooling and heating your home. Discuss your options with
your Somfy Expert retailer.

Benefits
• Are visually appealing and add sophistication to
any home
• Have a discreet and compact motor which is
located in a unit fixed to the façade
• Are available with or without a headbox
• Remove the need for handles, chains or cords
• Can be fitted with a sun sensor and will close
automatically if the sunlight becomes strong
• Are also compatible with a wind sensor that
automatically raises the vertical screen in strong
winds to prevent the fabric tearing
• Can be operated by the Smoove wall mounted
unit, by remote control or via the Somfy Home
Automation Apps which allow control through your
smartphone or tablet

Bringing your home to life outside: Exterior window solutions
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Live the indoor
life outdoors
Outdoor living solutions
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Before adding motorisation – what is the best product for you?
My priorities

Awning

Pergola

Open

Open or closed

Lighting
Sensors
Roller pelmet

Lighting
Sensors
Vertical screens

Sun
Rain

Sun
Rain and wind
Privacy

Space
Somfy compatible equipment

Type of protection

Awnings
Awnings give you the flexibility to
temporarily protect areas from the sun or
rain without the commitment or cost of a
permanent structure.
Combining the sleek and attractive awning with the ability to
expand or retract it at the touch of a button ensures it will be
well used.
Awnings are available in a seemingly endless array of fabrics
and there are many options to prioritise – weather-proofing,
UV-resistance, strength, durability, shade provision and
aesthetics all come into play. The awnings come in three
styles – Folding arm awning, Semi-cassette awning and
Cassette awning.
To enjoy your evenings outdoors lighting can also be
incorporated with the ability to be turned on and off via remote
control, and can also be set to a timer. Lighting can also be
incorporated into gardens or paths, making the space even
more versatile. Your Somfy Expert retailer will help you make
the right choice for your outdoor space.

Live the indoor life outdoors: Outdoor living solutions
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Awnings can be wide, elegant, sturdy
structures which bring new life to your
outdoor space.
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What to choose
Folding arm awning
The frame and fabric of your awning stay in the
open air once the awning is rolled up.

Semi-cassette awning
The fabric of your awning is rolled into a case,
giving better protection from the weather.
The arms stay outside.

Cassette awning
Fully concealed cassette housing provides
complete protection for the awning mechanism,
arms and fabric of the awning.

Benefits
• Controlled at the touch of a button
• Can be used with a sun sensor to automatically extend
when the sun comes out
• Are compatible with a wind sensor to retract
automatically if it becomes windy
• Are available in countless fabrics
• Can incorporate lighting control in the awning and garden
• Extend the life of the fabric inside the cassette by the
motor slightly ‘releasing’ the fabric when it closes
• Possesses a ‘soft close’ function to preserve
the mechanism
• Can be operated by the Smoove wall mounted unit, by
remote control or via the Somfy Home Automation Apps
which allow control through your smartphone or tablet

Live the indoor life outdoors: Outdoor living solutions
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Pergolas
Pergolas are transforming our backyards with the concept of the
‘outdoor room’ – an outdoor entertaining space that becomes an
extension of our home and our lifestyle.
Pergolas are easy to install, less costly than a verandah and are stronger than a retractable folding
arm awning. They can be customised to suit virtually any outdoor space and are seen as a new level
of luxury in outdoor living.
Pergolas can include a retractable roof system, an opening roof system or straight drop screens
which act as walls for added luxury and comfort. Add remote controlled lighting for the pergola,
garden or pool and you have created an entertainer’s paradise.
Your Somfy Expert retailer will share all the options for a pergola with you, and help you to create
your own outdoor oasis.

Benefits
• Can be used with a sun sensor
to automatically close vertical
blinds on the pergola when the sun
becomes strong to protect plants or
outdoor furniture
• Are compatible with a wind
sensor to retract automatically if it
becomes windy
• Can incorporate lighting control in
the pergola, garden or pool
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• Close neatly and smoothly to
preserve the mechanism and
the fabric
• Can be operated by the Smoove wall
mounted unit, by remote control
or via the Somfy Home Automation
Apps which allow control through
your smartphone or tablet

Create your own backyard oasis
which will change the way you live.

Live the indoor life outdoors: Outdoor living solutions
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Somfy control
solutions
Bringing your home to life at the
touch of a button
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Find the perfect way to operate your
home’s automated solutions
The convenience and simplicity of tomorrow’s home is available today. With Somfy
myLink and TaHomaTM One Home Automation solutions and Apps you can control your
automated window coverings and lighting from your smartphone or tablet.
That’s a luxurious option but is also hugely practical: you can close the curtains and turn on the lights from the comfort of your
lounge; adjust the blinds to reduce glare on your monitor from your desk; close the awnings on your deck if it starts to rain
without getting wet yourself; you can even pre-program scenarios to mimic activity in your home if you are away, or simply to
get your household moving in the morning! With Somfy myLink you can even operate your automated window coverings when
you are away from home using your smart device.
Once you’ve experienced the practical sophistication of Somfy myLink or TaHomaTM One you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it.

Somfy myLink

TaHomaTM One

The Somfy myLink system is the most versatile way to get
your home moving. It controls all Radio Technology Somfy
(RTS) motorised products via a small, discreet, cordless
unit which plugs directly into an existing power point.
With Somfy myLink you can control your RTS motorised
products with your smart device – even when you’re
away from home! The device communicates over your
home’s WiFi network or, when being used remotely, via the
3G/4G internet network. Simply plug in the cordless unit,
download the free Somfy myLink App to your smart device,
follow the on-screen set-up and you are ready to remotely
control all your motorised applications – there are no cords
and no wires. You can also schedule scenarios on a seven
day plan to get your home moving!

The intuitive and easy to use TaHomaTM One App is free
to download for Android or iOS. It controls all Radio
Technology Somfy (RTS) motorised products via a
discreet box which is hardwired into your home’s power
supply. TaHomaTM One communicates over your home’s
WiFi network.

Somfy myLink system is
the most versatile way to
get your home moving

Create scenarios up to 20 days ahead or consider a seven
day schedule to complement weekdays and weekends. It
will bring your home to life!

TaHomaTM One, the heart of
your connected home

Somfy control solutions: Bringing your home to life at the touch of a button
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Wall mounted controls
The Smoove wall mounted control is available in three
finishes for the display screen and seven contemporary
frame colours to suit any décor. Suitable for all Somfy RTS
motorised internal and external products, each Smoove unit
operates a single product, or a single group of products.

Pure

Silver

Black

Light
Bamboo

Amber
Bamboo

Remote controls
A remote control puts functionality in the
palm of your hand and will bring your home
to life! The remotes are suitable for Somfy
RTS motorised roller shutters, external
venetian blinds, internal blinds and curtains,
and awnings.

Cherry

Smoove 1
Operates all roller shutters,
internal or external vertical
screens, blinds and awnings

Walnut

Telis 16 RTS

• With 16 channels, you can assign a different
function to each channel, using a name, icon or
number for easy operation. Close a single blind or
activate a suite of functions at the touch of a button
• Intuitive programming

Pure

Silver

Situo RTS

Telis 6 Chronis

• Available in 1, 2 and
5 channel versions to
control one or multiple
window coverings

• With six channels, you can assign a different function
or scenario to each channel, to close a single screen
or suite of functions with just one touch of a button

• Use “my” button for
quick access to your
preferred position
• Available in four
striking colour options:
pure (white), silver,
gold and rose gold
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Smoove 1 O/C
Operates curtains

Pure

Silver

Gold

Rose Gold

Somfy makes life move

• Different functions or a suite of functions can be
controlled with the automatic timer, with different
days programmed to different scenarios

Pure

Silver

Telis Mod/Var

• Specifically for any type of blind with a tilting blade,
the revolutionary central thumbwheel allows you
to adjust slats, such as those on a venetian blind,
precisely and swiftly

Pure

Silver

Lounge

Sun, wind and temperature sensors
Sensors give your home a life of its own. Sun sensors will automatically lower your shutters or screens when the level
of sunlight increases, to help keep your home cool; a wind sensor will retract your awning if it gets too windy or will
raise external screens to prevent the fabric tearing; and an indoor temperature sensor will adjust venetian blinds or close
curtains based on a preset amount of sunlight and inside temperature. Sensors are available for all motorised products.

Thermosunis WireFreeTM
100% wireless indoor sun
and temperature sensor

Eolis 3D WireFree
100% wireless wind sensor for
external folding arm awnings

Sunis WireFree
100% wireless sun sensor
for the façade or pergola

Somfy control solutions: Bringing your home to life at the touch of a button
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Each day, 400 Somfy engineers work
towards increasing the comfort, safety
and functionality of our homes.
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We are Somfy
Our dedicated team registers more than 40 patents each
year as we strive to bring the technology of tomorrow into
your home, today.
Somfy is the leading global manufacturer of intelligent quiet motors, electronic controls and
home automation solutions for interior and exterior window coverings.
For more than four decades, Somfy engineers have designed solutions for both the
residential and commercial markets to motorise window coverings such as blinds, curtains,
awnings and roller shutters.

Guarantee
All Somfy products, including the motor operating life and automatic
controllers, are thoroughly tested under extreme conditions to guarantee
durability for five years. TaHomaTM One has a two year warranty.

We are Somfy
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Toll Free 1800 076 639

t: 02 8845 7200

e: somfy.au@somfy.com

New Zealand

Toll Free 0800 276 639

e: somfy.nz@somfy.com

somfy.com.au
somfy.co.nz

Find us on Facebook

Follow us on Instagram

Subscribe to us on YouTube

Follow us on Google+
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